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but at the cost of decreased accelerator availability. Any failure of BPM will, 
however, cause a false action of the orbit feedback, or a faulty BPM around 
an ID will activate the orbit interlock to cause a beam dump. It is crucial to 
mitigate false signals from critical components such as SRF modules, in-
vacuum undulators and BPM, by delaying the response interval or decreasing 
the EMI noise. The reliability of accelerator components has been tested and 
improved during the period of beam commissioning, but the high perfor-
mance of TPS user operation has still a long way to go; for instance, the beam 
trip diagnostics and failure analysis are not ready for user operation. (Reported 
by Yi-Chih Liu)

Fig. 5: Applied current of long coils shown on z-axis to compensate the skew 
quadrupole effect of EPU48A.

Fig. 6: (a) Horizontal fractal tuning was shown on the z-axis; the maximum horizontal 
tuning shift is 0.007. (b) Vertical fractal tuning was shown on the z-axis; the maximum 
vertical tuning shift is 0.002.

NEG Coating on Various UHV Chamber Materials

Fig. 1: Types of interaction between gas and surface.1

Surface outgassing is the main issue to achieve 
an ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) status in an all-metal 
vacuum chamber. Much effort has been devoted 
to decrease surface outgassing, both using an 
appropriate surface treatment and elaborating on 
high-performance materials. Although physi-
sorbed water can be removed by baking ex situ, 
residual gas still exists in a vacuum system; this 
gas consists of H2, CO, CO2 and CH4 that result 
from bombardment of a surface by electrons, ions, 
energetic neutrals and synchrotron radiation.

When a gaseous molecule strikes a solid surface, 
multiple actions occur, including adsorption, 
desorption, surface reaction, back-scattering, diffu-
sion and replacement, as shown in Fig. 1.1 When 
adsorption of a gas occurs, the pressure decreases. 
The most important properties of materials that 
adsorb gases are chemical affinity and bulk diffu-
sivity. Chemical affinity means that a residual gas 
becomes removed by chemical adsorption. Bulk 
diffusivity signifies that an adsorbed gas diffuses 
into the bulk of the materials. For the purpose of 
gas adsorption, many and diverse alloy systems 
have been studied in the hope of improving the 
performance of gas adsorption. 

Coating with a thin film is proposed to be an 
improved method to decrease thermal outgassing 

and that induced by bombardment. Many coating 
materials have been tested for an application of 
ultra-high-vacuum technology. Among these vari-
ous materials, a non-evaporable getter (NEG) as 
a thin film is best suited for pumping in a vacuum 
chamber with limited conductance.

The pumping mechanism of a NEG film involves 
surface adsorption followed by bulk diffusion. As 
the pumping speed of a NEG film for active gases 
is determined by its rate of diffusion into the bulk, 
we found that a NEG film requires activation, il-
lustrated in Fig. 2.2 Because inert gases or methane 
are not adsorbed on the NEG surface, they cannot 
be so pumped. 

To achieve an ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) status, 
NEG films are hence introduced to absorb the 

components of the residual gas. NEG films have 
been developed at CERN for use in vacuum 
chambers of particle accelerators since 1995.3,4 

NEG thin films have recently been coated onto 
the inner walls of vacuum chambers, or NEG 
strips have been mounted inside a vacuum 
chamber of a particle accelerator. For instance, the 
beam pipes of the ring of MAX IV, in Sweden, are 
coated with a Ti-Zr-V NEG thin film to fulfill the 
requirement of average pressure 1×10-7 Pa. NEG 
films have been deposited at CERN to coat pipes 
of various geometries. In the next paragraph, we 
discuss how getter materials are selected for ap-
plication in pumping a vacuum system.

A selected getter material is characterized by pos-
sessing effective adhesion to the substrate, a large 
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Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the activation of 
NEG films.2

Fig. 3: Quality-composition map of TiZrV thin films.5

Fig. 4: NEG films grown on (a) aluminum alloy, (b) 
stainless steel, (c) CuCrZr and (d) copper. 

mechanical resistance and a high melting point. In 
addition, it should be non-toxic, non-pyrophoric 
and, if practicable, inexpensive. Furthermore, in 
the case of a particle accelerator, it should be non-
magnetic, with small yields of photoelectrons and 
secondary electrons. According to these require-
ments, elements of column IV B of the periodic 
table—i.e. Ti, Zr and Hf—are the most suitable 
candidates. The most restrictive property is a large 
solubility limit for oxygen, which exceeds 10 % 
for only these elements. Ti, Zr, Hf and some of 
their binary alloy have thus been studied in the 
initial experiments, but elements in another fam-
ily, column VB—i.e. V, Nb and Ta—have much 
greater diffusivity of oxygen but a poor limit of 
oxygen solubility. Elements of groups 4 and 5 are 
thus combined to attain a superior performance.

Many authors concluded that a deposited film 
with combination sets of Ti, Zr and V has the 
lowest activation temperature. Figure 3 shows 
the ternary phase diagram of Ti, Zr and V. For the 
composition of TiZrV thin films at filled circles, 
the activation temperature is higher; a lower 
activation temperature is observed for samples of 
which the composition of TiZrV thin films cor-
responds to open circles.5

Hf has been used in coatings of ternary and 
quaternary alloys. Recent research indicates that 

Figures 4(a)-4(d) show NEG films grown on 
aluminum alloy, stainless steel, CuCrZr and 
copper, respectively. For aluminum samples, 
the NEG films appear as porous structures. For 
stainless-steel samples, the NEG films grow with 
a flat surface and irregularly shaped grooves. For 
CuCrZr samples, the NEG films produced rough 
surfaces, with some circular pores inside the lower 
plane of the CuCrZr sample. For Cu samples, the 
NEG films appear dense and smooth. 

Figures 5(a)-5(d) show the base substrate (with-
out a film coating) of aluminum alloy, stainless 
steel, CuCrZr and copper, respectively. Compari-
son between the surface morphologies of Figs. 

quaternary Ti-Zr-Hf-V NEG coating films have 
the lowest activation temperature, 140−150 oC. 
The performance of these Ti-Zr-Hf-V NEG 
coating films demonstrates that the sticking prob-
abilities of H2 and CO and the pumping capacity 
of CO of this new NEG film are greater than that 
of a TiZrV NEG coating for the same activation 
temperature, 250 oC.6 

Repeated cycles of exposure to air and activation 
are responsible for decreasing the lifetime of a NEG 
film and its pumping performance. To enhance 
the lifetime of TiZrV films, an overlayer would be 
deposited on the NEG films. This material must 
have little or no reactivity for O2, N2 and H2O. In 
this case, the coating life would be nearly unlimited 
and heating is unnecessary for activation. The 
noble metals are materials with these requirements. 
In particular, palladium (Pd) provides a negligible 
enthalpy of reaction with CO2 and N2. Gases H2 
and CO can be desorbed from a Pd surface on 
heating.  As Pd presents a great diffusivity and ad-
sorption capacity for H2, a Pd overlayer is selected 
to be added onto a NEG film. 

Here we introduce how a NEG film is deposited 
on a substrate. In general, a sputtering method 
is adopted for NEG coating because it is simple 
and widely applied for varied materials and alloys. 
The benefits of sputtering include a uniformly 
distributed coating of both narrow and long 
vacuum chambers. Two sputtering methods are 
magnetron sputtering and direct-current (DC) 
sputtering. 

For each coating experiment, small samples were 
produced of various materials, including extruded 
aluminum samples, extruded seamless stainless-
steel samples, CuCrZr alloys and oxygen-free 
copper plates. These samples were used to esti-
mate the thickness and to investigate the surface 
morphology, composition, crystalline structure 
and surface elemental analysis. Table 1 lists details 
of the substrate materials and the surface-cleaning 
treatment before deposition in these coating ex-
periments. The procedures to clean the surface of 
these substrate materials are identical with those 
for the TPS vacuum chambers. After coating of 
a NEG film was completed, the samples were 
examined with a secondary electron microscope 
(SEM) and X-ray diffraction to evaluate the mor-
phology and crystalline structure, respectively.
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Table 1: Substrate materials and surface cleaning before deposition. 

Extruded Al Stainless steel CuCrZr Oxygen-free Cu

Surface cleaning 
treatment

Soap, NaOH, 
HNO3+HF

Soap, NaOH, 
HNO3+HF Soap, Citronox Soap, Citronox

(a)

1μm

1μm

1μm

1μm

(b)

(c)
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the surface and has a columnar structure. 

X-ray diffraction measurements of coated samples 
were performed in the θ-2θ configuration. X-

ray data in Fig. 7 indicate that NEG films grown 
on aluminum alloy or stainless steel could be 
amorphous as they exhibit the same features as 
the substrates; no additional signals were ob-
served. For NEG films coated on CuCrZr and Cu 
substrates, there are also no additional signals.

NEG film coatings are proved to provide a power-
ful method to achieve minute pressures inside 
long pipes of small diameter. The study of NEG 
coatings began in 1995 and is still in progress. 
In this work, we prepared NEG thin films using 
deposition with a DC or magnetron sputtering 
method. The deposition materials studied were 
Ti, Zr, and V. The NEG film coatings were de-
posited on various substrates, including extruded 
aluminum samples, extruded seamless stainless-
steel samples, CuCrZr alloys and oxygen-free 
copper plates; these substrates are generally 
selected to fabricate vacuum chambers. The 
NEG films were imaged with a SEM and probed 
with X-ray diffraction analysis to characterize the 
surface morphology and crystalline structure, 

Fig. 5: Base substrate (without film coating) of (a) alu-
minum alloy, (b) stainless steel, (c) CuCrZr and (d) copper.

Fig. 6: Cross-sectional images of NEG films. 

Fig. 7: The X-ray diffractograms for TiZrV films deposited on (a) aluminum alloy and (b) stainless steel substrates.
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4 and 5 indicates that the growth of NEG films 
follows the surface of the substrate. 

Figure 6 shows cross-sectional images of NEG 
films. The NEG film is uniformly distributed on 

respectively. These NEG films can be applied in a 
ultrahigh vacuum system because of their obvious 
pumping effects for vacuum chambers of limited 
conductance. Further investigation of related 
NEG coatings, including surface analysis, measur-
ing outgassing, investigating how to decrease the 
activation temperature and so on is in progress. 
(Reported by Ling-Hui Wu, I. C. Sheng , Chia-
Mu Cheng, and Chin Shueh)
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